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B.Tech.(ME) (2011 Onwards)     (Sem.–4) 
THEORY OF MACHINES – II 

Subject Code : BTME-402 
Paper ID : [A1212] 

Time : 3 Hrs.                                                                      Max. Marks : 60 

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES : 
 1. SECTION-A is COMPULSORY consisting of TEN questions carrying TWO marks 

each. 
 2. SECTION-B contains FIVE questions carrying FIVE marks each and students 

have to attempt any FOUR questions. 
 3. SECTION-C contains THREE questions carrying TEN marks each and students 

have to attempt any TWO questions. 
  

SECTION–A 

Q1. Write briefly : 

  a) Define inertia force and inertia torque. 

  b) What do you understand by “Interference” with reference to gears? 

  c) What is D-Alembert’s principle? 

  d) Why is the reciprocating masses not completely balanced? Explain briefly. 

  e) Explain the term point of concurrency. Write the conditions of equilibrium of two force 
system. 

  f) What do you understand by dimensional synthesis of pre-conceived type of mechanism? 

  g) Define the term related to worm and worm gears : axial pitch and lead. 

  h) What do you understand by swaying couple and hammer blow? 

  i) What is meant by pitching of ship? 

  j) What do you mean by spin, precession and gyroscopic planes? 
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SECTION-B 

Q2. Prove that for two involute gear wheels in mesh, the angular velocity ratio does not change 
if the centre distance is increased within limits, but the pressure angle increases. 

Q3. An epicyclic gear consists of three gears A, B and C as shown in Fig 1. The gear A has 72 
internal teeth and gear C has 32 external teeth. The gear B meshes with both A and C and 
is carried on an arm EF which rotates about the centre of A at 18 r.p.m. If the gear A is 
fixed, determine the speed of gears B and C. 

 

Fig.1 

Q4. Discuss the least square technique. How is it useful in designing a four link mechanism 
when three positions of the input and output link are known? 

Q5. What are the free body diagrams of a mechanism? Explain the implementation of this 
concept for a quick return mechanism. 

Q6.  The connecting rod of a gasoline engine is 300 mm long between its centres. It has a mass 
of 15 kg and mass moment of inertia of 7000 kg-mm2. Its centre of gravity is at 200 mm 
from its small end centre. Determine the dynamical equivalent two-mass system of the 
connecting rod if one of the masses is located at the small end centre. 

SECTION-C 

Q7. A shaft carries four masses in parallel plane A, B, C and D in order along a shaft. The 
masses at B and C weigh 18 kg and 12.5 kg respectively and each has an eccentricity of     
6 cm. The masses at A and D have an eccentricity of 8 cm. The angle between the masses 
at B and C is 1000 and that between the masses at B and A is 1900 both angles measured in 
the same sense. The axial distance between the planes A and B is 10 cm and between B 
and C is 20 cm. If the shaft is in complete dynamic balance, determine : 

B

F

E

C

A
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  a) The weight of masses at A and D. 

  b) The distance between plane C and D. 

  c) Angular position of masses at D. 

Q8. A ship propelled by a turbine rotor which has a mass of 5 tonnes and a speed of             
2100 r.p.m. The rotor has a radius of gyration of 0.5 m and rotates in a clockwise direction 
when viewed from the stern. Find the gyroscopic effects in the following conditions: 

  a) The ship sails at a speed of 30 km/h and steers to the left in a curve having 60 m radius. 

  b) The ship pitches 6 degree above and 6 degree below the horizontal position. The bow is 
descending with its maximum velocity. The motion due to pitching is simple harmonic 
and the periodic time is 20 seconds. 

  c) The ship rolls and at a certain instant it has an angular velocity of 0.03 rad/s clockwise 
when viewed from stern. 

  Determine also the maximum angular acceleration during pitching. Explain how the 
direction of motion due to gyroscopic effect is determined in each case. 

Q9. Two shafts A and B are coaxial. The gear C (50 teeth) is rigidly mounted on shaft A and a 
Compound gear D-E gears with C and an internal gear G. D has 20 teeth and gears with C 
and E has 35 teeth and gears with an internal gear G. Gear G is fixed and is concentric with 
the shaft axis. The compound gear D-E is mounted on a pin which projects from an arm 
keyed to the shaft B. 

  a) Sketch the arrangement. 

  b) Find the number of teeth on internal gear G assuming that all gears have the same 
 module. 

  c) If the shaft A rotates at 110 r.p.m., find the speed of shaft B. 
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